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Abstract

This article explores late nineteenth-century identity formation and 
caste boundaries among the Khōjā of colonial Zanzibar. The central 
concern regarding children born to a non-Khōjā parent was what 
status, particularly regarding rights of inheritance, the multiracial 
children born of these relationships had within the caste structure. 
The case of Nasur Jesa v. Hurbayee suggests that the attitude toward 
these children was inconsistent; sometimes they were embraced, 
and at other times they were shunned by the Khōjā community. The 
Khōjā caste schism in the late nineteenth century and the arrival of 
Aga Khan III in 1899 further complicated the practice of exogamy. 
The Sunni and Ithnā ʿAsharī Khōjā further opened their communi-
ties through exogamy and continued the practice of plural marriage. 
At the same time, a command from Aga Khan III to the Āgākhānī 
Khōjā led to the reinstatement of traditional caste endogamy and a 
prohibition of interracial marriage. Therefore, both the demographic 
realities of Zanzibar and the politics of caste affected how the Khōjā 
interacted with multiracial members of their community and whether 
they included or excluded them within the caste structure.

Keywords: chotara, jotawa, Khōjā, Zanzibar, Ismaili, Ithnā ʿAsharī, Aga 
Khan, firman, jamat

Given the genetic isolation of Indic populations, possibly since the Late 
Pleistocene, Khōjā exogamy in nineteenth-century Zanzibar is a particularly 
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298 journal of africana religions

interesting historical development in the malleability of caste through  shifting 
geographies.1 Perhaps not surprisingly, for South Asian Muslims this caste 
exogamy was the continuation of processes that began with the  development 
of Muslim identities among “converted” castes in South Asia, such as with 
the Dā'udī Bōhrā. The processes by which South Asians became Muslims 
allowed castes the possibility of new links to their West Asian coreligionists, 
thereby expanding the limits of caste endogamy.2 For varied reasons, early 
to  mid-nineteenth-century Zanzibar represents such an episode in Khōjā 
 history wherein strict caste boundaries were relaxed during the early process 
of  indigenization in East and Central Africa. While many contemporary stud-
ies of East Africa have very accurately described the insular nature of postco-
lonial Asian life and the complex relationships between Africans and Asians, 
only a few have provided invaluable theoretical insights and practical details 
on the function of caste in East African praxis, which particularly informs this 
study.3

This study of the Khōjā seeks to understand the liminality of caste iden-
tity in nineteenth-century Zanzibar. The central questions to be addressed 
are the extent to which there were multiracial relations between the Khōjā 
and non-Indic peoples, how such relations were recognized, and the status of 
multiracial children with Khōjā parentage. Two primary sources, in addition 
to scholarly literature in languages from English, Sindhi, Gujarati, and Arabic, 
form the basis of my study. The first is a civil case, Nasur Jesa versus Hirbayee, 

widow of Jesa Damani, tried in 1878 in the court of the consul general in Zanzibar 
(no. 382).4 The second are the firmans (orders) of Sultan Mahomed Shah (Aga 
Khan III) to his East African Khōjā bhagatē (devotees), which he delivered 
during his first visit to East Africa in 1899.5 These sources allow an exploration 
of that central question that continues to vex this disaporic caste till today: 
who precisely is Khōjā?6

Terminology

The term Asian as opposed to Indian is employed in this article as it is the term 
used by the contemporary Khōjā in Dar es Salaam and Zanzibar. Indian is 
a rather loaded political term in the contemporary period and was rarely 
used by the Khōjā to refer to themselves in nineteenth-century Zanzibar. 
Rather, Khōjā regional and linguistic identities, such as kacchī (of Kacch) and 
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299 Iqbal Akhtar  Racial Boundaries of Khōjā Caste Membership

kāṫhiyāvāḍī (of Kathiawar), were primary self-identifiers in addition to caste. 
In the late twentieth century, this has gradually given way to African regional 
identities, such as jaṅgabārī (of Zanzibar) and dārēsalāma (of Dar es Salaam).

Similarly, the term caste is used as a translation for the term jñāti in Gujarati 
and Kacchī. The term caste is also used descriptively to refer to this phenom-
enon even though, technically, it does not exist from a normative Islamic 
perspective. The Khōjā in Africa functioned as a caste—a hereditary Indic 
community that practiced varying levels of endogamy, shared a profession 
(merchantry), and had caste-specific religious traditions that were observed 
in a communal manner in the caste hall. The African mahājanavāḍī (caste hall) 
functioned as a gathering place for members of a particular caste to observe 
religious events, including partaking in the jamaṇ (communal meal), during the 
life of the community. In their ancestral homeland, the primary frame of refer-
ence for identifying self and others was caste, which for the Khōjā in the late 
eighteenth century was not necessarily delineated on the basis of an exclusive 
religious tradition. It was through the prism of caste that race entered Khōjā 
collective consciousness in the context of imperial Zanzibar, drawing on exist-
ing Indic attitudes toward particular phenotypes.

While there was a certain level of correlation between race and class in 
colonial Zanzibar, it was not determining, and putting too much stress on 
it obscures the dynamic economic relationships that existed in the archi-
pelago.7 The constructed racial categories of colonial Zanzibar were codified 
by the British but based on precolonial typologies.8 With regard to the case 
presented here, two categories are relevant: Khōjā and Swahili. The Khōjā 
were assumed to be governed by their caste traditions with regard to inheri-
tance and racialized as “Indians.” Swahili is an ethnolinguistic category 
that referred to the indigenous populations of the Swahili coast during 
this period, roughly spanning Lamu to Minengani, inclusive of the adja-
cent archipelagos. The Swahili were racialized as “Africans,” though tribal 
and geographic subcategories were also acknowledged in the legal proceed-
ings. Here the term multiracial refers to a child born of a Khōjā father and 
non-Khōjā mother.

Background

In a general sense, the Khōjā are an Indic Muslim merchant caste that hail 
from a geographic expanse stretching from Sindh to Gujarat. Permanent 
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migration from India to parts of East Africa is estimated to have occurred 
as early as the twelfth century, such as in the case of Madagascar.9 I focus on 
the settlement of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.10 Until 
the mid-nineteenth century, khōjāpanth (the Khōjā religious complex) was caste 
specific, engaging in regional Indic practices and rituals that integrated its 
eclectic Muslim traditions.

The mid-nineteenth century was witness to a fundamental transforma-
tion in Khōjā religion and caste identity with the arrival of Mahomed Hoosein 
Hoosanee to the province of Kacch in 1900 VS (1844 CE).11 In Bombay, he 
filed a series of suits to acquire the communal property of the Khōjā caste, 
claiming he was their imam. In 1866, the Aga Khan case (Daya Mahomed et al. 

v. Mahomed Hoosein Hoosanee et al.), also known as the Khojah case, was argued in 
the High Court of Bombay between the elders of the Khōjā caste and support-
ers of the Persian exile known also as the Aga Khan. At stake was access to the 
caste’s extensive trading networks and control over its considerable financial 
resources. In essence, the plaintiffs argued that Hoosanee’s claim to be the 
exiled imam of the Khōjā caste was spurious. Eventually, the case was decided 
for the defendant, a verdict that had the effect of fracturing the modern caste 
into three Islamic creeds—Ismāʿīlī, Ithnā ʿAsharī, and Sunni.12 Aga Khan’s 
forceful insertion into the internal affairs of the Khōjā is a nexus point in 
modern Khōjā history, which set into motion a series of events that ultimately 
led to the fracture of the Khōjā caste, resulting in three distinct modern reac-
tions to colonization. As the waves of the 1866 case in Bombay reached the 
shores of Zanzibar, caste identity gave way to religious identity in defining 
Khōjā caste membership.

The Swahili coast and areas throughout the Western Indian Ocean 
region, as well as Madagascar, provided a very challenging environment 
for strict racial classifications during the various European colonial peri-
ods.13 According to testimony provided in the Jesa v. Hurbayee case by Tharia 
Topan, the head of the Khōjā caste, in 1837 there were 205 Khōjā house-
holds in Zanzibar and only 20 Khōjā women. Many Khōjā men had partners 
who were suria ( concubines). By 1870, the Khōjā caste numbered 718 males, 
642 women, and 540 children.14 It appears that the initial paucity of Khōjā 
women had been filled in the intervening decades through emigration. 
Within this new demographic reality, the status of chotara (half-caste) chil-
dren born to non-Khōjā mothers began to be renegotiated as culturally 
unacceptable.15
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Etymology

The term chotara (pl. machotara) in contemporary Tanzanian Sawhili is a noun 
of the zero/ma- class (5/6) meaning “half caste,” “mulatto,” and “crossbreed” 
(of seeds or animals) and is used, for example, in the phrases kuzaa watoto chotara 
(miscegenation) and mbwa chotara (mongrel/mutt).16 In Jesa v. Hurbayee, the term 
is used descriptively to refer to biracial offspring. The term can refer to any 
multiracial combination, such as between an Arab and a Swahili, though in 
the nineteenth century it seems to have been exclusively used for Afro-Asian 
peoples.17 For the purposes of this article, I use the term to refer specifically to 
the offspring of an Asian Khōjā male and an African female. In popular usage, 
the term has retained its nineteenth-century pejorative connotation and is not 
socially appropriate in public, except to describe liminal racial categorizations.18

The etymological origin of the term chotara is somewhat disputed.19 It does 
not occur in Krapf ’s dictionary while Sacleux lists it and attributes it to an 
undetermined Indian origin.20 According to Johnson’s dictionary published 
the same year as Sacleux’s, the possible origin of the term is Arabic from the 
verb shaṭara (half ).21 However, it is unlikely that the syllable /ʃa/ in Arabic 
would have transmuted into the syllable /tʃɔ/ in Swahili. Additionally, usage of 
the term in the nineteenth century almost exclusively refers to an  Afro-Asian 
individual, which lends more credibility to an Indic origin of the term. Lodhi 
concurs with an Indic etymology, although he curiously states, without a 
source reference, that its origin is from “a vulgar Indian expression” meaning 
“offspring of the vagina.”22 Given that the oldest extant Asian communities 
in Zanzibar are predominantly Kacchī and that the Zanzibari Khōjā creole 
that developed on the archipelago borrowed heavily from Sindhi (of which 
Kacchī is considered a dialect) rather than Gujarati (of which Kāṫhiyāvāḍī 
is the primary dialect in East and Central Africa), the term’s origin is more 
likely from the Sindhi chutō (impure) the past participle of the infinitive 
chuhaṇu (to touch) and possibly ultimately derived from its Prakrit diminutive  
chuṭṭ� ̃(small).23

The Case of Nasur Jesa v. Hurbayee

Jesa Damani was a Khōjā merchant who split his time between his two 
wives. He died in Zanzibar with his second wife, a Khōjā named Hurbayee, 
who lived in Zanzibar and with whom he had a son and a daughter aged 
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nine and six, respectively. His first wife was a Swahili woman; they lived 
in Kilwa Kivinje and had two sons, aged sixteen and fourteen at the time 
of his death, one of whom was Nasur Jesa.24 Damani’s last will and testa-
ment stated that Tharia Topan would be the executor of his will and that 
his estate should be divided among “all of my children according to the 
law of Mahommed, the Prophet of God.”25 Hurbayee, however, refused to 
give Nasur Jesa a share of his inheritance. Therefore, Jesa was constantly 
borrowing money from people in Zanzibar, which then became known to 
the sultan of Zanzibar, Barghash ibn Saʿīd. The sultan, after meeting with 
Jesa, sent a communiqué to the British consul general John Kirk on 5 Dhū 
l-Qaʿda 1295 AH (October 31, 1878) asking him to expedite adjudication 
of the inheritance case. Presumably, the case was being adjudicated by the 
British court rather than the sultan because by this period Kacchīs were 
subject to British dominion despite Kacch being a protectorate and not 
under British rule.26

The Plaintiff

Significantly, the plaintiff Nasur Jesa’s arjī, or petition (in Gujarati), to the 
court to receive his due share was written in Gujarati and dated 8 Kāratak 1935 
VS (October 23, 1878).27 While the main body of the petition was written by 
a scribe, the signature is in Jesa’s own hand. His signature reads “h��nāśar jēśāṇī 
pātāna.” In signing, he combined his forename and surname, writing jēśāṇī 
rather than jēśā dāmāṇī, his forename and father’s full name. Additionally, he 
used the incorrect reflexive pronoun in referring to the signature “in his own 
hand” using the female pātān[ā] rather than the male pōtānā. But despite the 
grammatical and stylistic issues with his signature, it clear that he had been 
trained in the basic forms of the Gujarati alphabet and the rudiments of the 
language. That he had the knowledge and training in the language to sign his 
name on his own to petition the court indicates a significant level of Indic 
Khōjā acculturation and education in a caste language. The ability to speak, 
read, and/or write an Indic language, particularly the Khōjā dialects, was a 
marker of caste identity and thus identified him as an insider. The ability to 
maintain an Indic tongue in such a disaporic environment meant a continua-
tion of an unbroken ancestral link and unambiguous place within the caste. If 
he lost the language, Nasur Jesa’s inheritance claim would have been further 
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complicated, given that he was unknown to other caste fellows, lacked knowl-
edge of caste etiquette and rituals, and had an unfamiliar phenotype from a 
non-Khōjā parent.

I, the undersigned, Khōjā Nasur Jesa, request Her Majesty’s Counsel 
General Dr. Kirk that my share of the estate of my late father, Jesa 
Damani, be remitted to me as per my father’s will, having come of 
age. For quite a while I have entreated this court and was told to wait 
a month. That time has long since elapsed, and I pray that my share 
be rightfully restored to me.

Samvat 1935 Kartak 8
Signed by Nasur Jesa in his own hand

The Defendant

In much the same way that the Khōjā religious complex existed in an inter-
space between Hinduism and Islam, so too did caste custom run the gamut.28 

Figure 1 Nasur Jesa's arjī (petition) to the court, dated 8 Kāratak 1935 V.S. (Zanzibar 
National Archives, HC7/106).
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Both in India and East Africa, from the mid-nineteenth century to the early 
twentieth century female inheritance was being contested. The central ques-
tion was that of identity: were the Khōjā Hindu or Muslim? According to the 
Indic customs of the Khōjā, daughters would not inherit property according to 
the Hindu custom, whereas according to Islamic law they would.29 In the prac-
tice of Islamic law in Zanzibar according to ʿIbādī interpretations of Quranic 
verses 4:11, 12, and 176, the offspring of a Swahili suria (concubine) would have 
rights of inheritance from the father.30 Khōjā custom was at best ambiguous on 
the matter, and even if such an offspring were determined to have inheritance 
rights, she would not be accorded an equal share as would a male heir of dual 
Khōjā parentage.

In her first argument, the defendant Hurbayee similarly appealed 
to Khōjā custom. She claimed that Khōjā custom, following Hindu caste 
 tradition, does not allow chotara children to inherit property, citing the 
belief from the Khōjā oral tradition that āpaṇ�̃ dīṭh asmāmma pramāṇṇē (“from 
our perspective there exists no equality [between a Khōjā and a non-Khōjā 
chotara]”). Conversely, according to her, Islamic law and tradition on the 
Swahili coast recognizes the status of chotara and non-chotara child as 
equal, such that mahmadō sarō pramāṇṇē (“Islamic law establishes well [their 
 equality]”). Hurbayee argued that they were subject to the unwritten Indic 
caste law of the Khōjā and therefore implicitly claimed that they were not 
Muslim.

Hurbayee’s second argument was to deny that Nasur Jesa was a legitimate 
son of Jesa Damani. She again cited Khōjā custom, which regarded Damani’s 
liaison with Nasur Jesa’s mother, a concubine, as illegitimate. From Hurbayee’s 
perspective, informed by Khōjā custom, she was the only legally recognized 
wife and thus she and her children were entitled to all of her late husband’s 
estate. This was a clearly inconsistent position, as the very Khōjā customary 
law she invoked against Jesa would also preclude her daughter from receiving 
any inheritance from her late father’s estate.

In an interesting twist, Hurbayee’s third argument was to question the 
authority of the Zanzibar court itself in ruling on her late husband’s last will 
and testament. She claimed that Jesa Damani was an Indian and thus was 
under British Indian jurisdiction; therefore, the case should be allowed an 
appeal to the Bombay High Court. From the defendant’s perspective, Bombay 
would have been a more favorable venue for her position, as the case would 
have been heard in a place far from the reality of permissive East African 
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Khōjā custom regarding multiracial relationships that developed in the early 
to mid-nineteenth century.

Precedent

To fully consider the case, Judge Erskine Foster called in Khōjā witnesses to 
testify about their knowledge of previous cases in which a chotara was given a 
share in an inheritance dispute. According to Rahimtula Hemani, there was 
the case of Koorji Mamdani, a chotara, who was given MTT $100 from an 
estate of MTT $5000; in contrast, the chotara children of Allarakia Pirbhai 
received no share of their late father’s inheritance. There existed precedent 
both to give inheritance and to deny inheritance to a chotara offspring. In the 
case of Jesa Damani, the Khōjā, including Tharia Topan, who was the leader 
of the community and executor of Damani’s will, knew Nasur Jesa as his eldest 
son. This is significant because the witnesses in previous chotara cases can fur-
ther be divided into those to whom the children were known and those to 
whom the children were unknown. With the loss of Kacchī and Kāṫhiyāvāḍī 
to Swahili as the mother tongue of many second- and third-generation Khōjā, 
knowledge of the child’s existence and status by other caste members would 
have been (and still is) recognized through the child’s attendance at commu-
nity functions periodically hosted in the Khōjā caste hall.31

To emphasize the communal recognition of Jesa as Damani’s son and to 
expedite the case, the sultan sent another communiqué to the judge in which 
he supported the plaintiff ’s case by citing the dufter, or records, of the Khōjā 
community as proof that Damani brought his son to the caste hall and thus 
that the community de facto recognized him. He informed the judge that 
he had the registers in his possession and the judge could, if he would like 
 verification, come and inspect them himself. The sultan appeared to have had 
a vested interest in establishing the equality of chotara and non-chotara subjects 
in his dominion.

The Verdict

Finally, on March 21, 1878, the verdict was returned in favor of the plaintiff, 
Nasur Jesa, awarding him an equal share of his late father’s estate. The judge 
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Figure 2 The sultan of Zanzibar Barghash ibn Saʿ īd’s communiqué to Judge erskine Foster on 
25 Dhū l-Qaʿda 1295 AH (November 20, 1878) on behalf of the plaintiff for the case of Nasur Jesa 
v. Hurbayee (Zanzibar National Archives, HC7/106).

ruled that when Jesa Damani wrote his will, he had a daughter and son with 
Hurbayee, the Khōjā wife, as well as two sons with his suria. Damani’s will 
stated that he left his estate to “all his children” in the plural. According to 
Khōjā custom, daughters did not inherit property. So if Damani had wanted 
his estate to be divided according to Khōjā customary practice, his Khōjā 
wife’s son would have been his only legitimate heir. Had this been the case, 
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Damani would not have used the plural in referring to his offspring; there-
fore, he intended his chotara children to equally inherit his estate. Therefore, 
Damani intended his wealth to be distributed according to Islamic law rather 
than Khōjā custom.

The larger implication of the Jesa case in Zanizbar was the legal status 
accorded to the chotara through Islamic law over caste custom. As evidenced by 
the witness testimony and the caste’s dufter records offered by the sultan, knowl-
edge of a chotara child through introduction by the father to the community 
allowed for eventual recognition of a child as a full member of the caste. Jesa’s 
rudimentary knowledge of Gujarati was additional evidence of his accultura-
tion within Khōjā language and customs. Damani’s preference for Islamic law 
was a thrust toward opening the way for female inheritance by Khōjā women 
in Zanzibar, in much the same way as the assertion of an Islamic identity 
and the application of sharia inheritance law empowered women in colonial 
India.32 In practice, these cases were quite contentious and hard fought, as 
evidenced by the 1894 case that typified these legal battles: Hasum Datoo and 

Dharamsi Khataw, administrators of the estate of Khanmahomed Mavji v. Rematbai, widow 

of Khanmahomed Mavji.33

The 1899 Firmans of Sultan Mahomed Shah

Concurrent with the case of Jesa v. Hurbayee was an escalating factionalism in 
Zanzibar among the Khōjā as to the religious identity of the community. The 
division was predicated on the assertion of authority of the Aga Khans as 
the imams of the Khōjā, who defined the Khōjā as exclusively Ismāʿīlī. That 
religious mélange of the Khōjā was being systematically reimagined within 
normative Islamic creedal identities and shorn of its “Hindu” character.34 In 
Zanzibar, as in Bombay, religious identity was beginning to overwrite Khōjā 
caste identity. A “neo-Ismāʿīlī” identity was emerging among the Āgākhānī 
Khōjā, the central component of which was loyalty and obeisance to the imam 
and his orders.35

The term original Sindhi term used for Aga Khan’s orders (firman) is 
pharamān (pl. pharamānā), of Sanskrit or Persian etymology, alternatively spelled 
farman or firman in English, which, according to Michel Boivin, “signifies an 
order, a command, or patent letters” (“qui signifie un ordre, un commande-
ment ou une lettre patente”), and in this context refers to the orders by which 
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the Aga Khan instructs his followers, either privately or publicly.36 These 
orders, which are meant to be internal and are generally not accessible to the 
wider public, are understood to be incumbent on his followers and have “a 
performative force” (“une valeur performative”).37

While the schism had already begun to divide the Khōjā community in 
the subcontinent even before the 1866 Khojah case, the first Ithnā ʿAsharī 
Khōjā mosque was not built until 1890. The boundaries of Khōjā sectar-
ian identity still appear to have been somewhat fluid in Zanzibar until the 
visit of Sultan Mahomed Shah on 19 Jhēḍhi (Jēṭh) 1955 VS (June 22, 1899), 
during which time the Ithnā ʿAsharī Khōjā were officially made outcasts. The 
sultan’s itinerary in East Africa included stops in Zanzibar, Bagamoyo, and 
Dar es Salaam, his stay in Zanzibar being the longest (approximately two 
and a half months). This period was formative in articulating the “Ismāʿīlī” 
identity and racial boundaries of the Āgākhānī Khōjā community as exclu-
sively Indic in form. Among the first firmans he issued to his followers, dated 
26 Jēṫh 1955 VS (June 29, 1899), was to cease African multiracial relations:38  
goóKe:grme:baEÆ:krene::n::rKe: (Gōlīkhē garamē bā'ēḍī karēnē na rakhē)  
“Do not take a gōlī home as a wife” (sec. 1.5, pg. 3).39 The order is more clearly stated 
in the subsequent section: goóse:ÚkaÚkre:: (Gōlīsē nikānikarē)  
“Do not marry (nikā) a gōlī” (sec. 4.7 (ṭ) pg. 8). In Kacchī and Kāṫhiyāvāḍī, gōlī 
literally means “female slave,” though it appears Shah was using the term slave 
as synonymous with “African.”40

The ban on African multiracial relations was concurrent with many other 
orders Shah issued in the same session, such as a ban on polygamy and inter-
change with the Ithnā ʿAsharī Khōjā. These were integral components in the 
transformation of the Khōjā private sphere and in articulating the Āgākhānī 
community as primarily “Ismāʿīlī,” with Khōjā identity absorbed within it, dis-
tinguishing this community from the Ithnā ʿAsharī Khōjā, who continued to 
engage in exogamy and polygamy.41 Additionally, these orders acknowledged a 
new demographic reality in which caste endogamy could be reinstated. It is sig-
nificant to note that Shah’s order had been so completely reversed by the twen-
tieth century under Karim Al-Hussaini (Aga Khan IV) that by the twenty-first 
century M. G. Vassanji, an Āgākhānī Khōjā born in Nairobi, could state that

we had a number of people called chotara, who were half-African 
and half-Indian. They tended to be poor, though in some cases they 
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simply were adopted by some relation or family friend and grew 
up like anybody else. In my Indian community, the fundamental 
differentiating factor was religious faith. Last year, when I visited  
Dar es Salaam, I was asked to see some early education kids, and 
when I stood in front of them I was amazed to see Asians [Indians], 
half-Asians, and total Africans [using these descriptions to describe 
their features]. All this is not to say there are never any problems. 
There are always problems when races mix, and poverty is around. 
Race is an easy fault line, and life for most people is hard.42

Conclusion

The case of Nasur Jesa v. Hurbayee records one of the the last moments in the his-
tory of the Zanzibari Khōjā when they were still a single group before the offi-
cal jñāti bahār (outcasting) in 1899. In this lawsuit, both Nasser Noormohamed 
and Tharia Topan testified as expert witnesses on Khōjā custom in support of 
Jesa’s inheritance claim. Later, both merchants would become leaders of their 
respective communities—Noormohamed of the Hujjatul Islām Ithnā ʿAsharī 
Khōjā and Topan of the Āgākhānī Khōjā—but would, nevertheless, produce  
an interesting interwoven legacy regarding the charitable dispensary endowed 
for the welfare of the Khōjā caste.43 As the Khōjā male-female ratio became 
more balanced in late nineteenth-century Zanizbar, it appears there was a  
push for the reestablishment of caste endogamy as an exclusive identity  
within this cosmopolitan sultanate. Nasur Jesa was recognized as Khōjā 
because his father willed it. Nasur Jesa was known by the prominent Khōjā 
 leaders in Zanzibar, despite living in Kilwa Kivinje, because he had attended 
caste functions, had been instructed in the rudiments of Gujarati, and was 
included in his father’s last will and testament. He became Khōjā through his 
father’s insistence and public recognition, though with the adjective chotara 
attached to his person. For a chotara child to be Khōjā means to be raised in full 
view of and with the community.

For the Āgākhānī Khōjā, the orders of Sultan Mahomed Shah codified 
the transformation of Khōjā identity in the late nineteenth century from an 
Indic caste to a Muslim religious community.44 The changing demographics 
and competing creeds among the Khōjā appear to have been the motivation 
for Shah’s ban on African multiracial relations. Faith became a determinate 
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criterion and the source of an irreconcilable division for Khōjā membership as 
visualized by Shah: gÍke:tfavÎ:Aahe:||: yne:gaÍCeTo:Aahe:||: 
Gaṇṇukē taphāvati āhē.Yānē gaṇuchēṭō āhē. “There is enormous distance, i.e, 
an irreconcilable chasm.”

By the turn of the twentieth century, once the Khōjā religious complex 
became incongruous with new “Islamic” identities patterned on Near Eastern 
forms, caste ceased to be the sole determinant for Khōjā membership. The 
Indic Khōjā religious complex was disconnected—simultaneously forgotten 
and reimaged. For example, in terms of devotional literature this meant that 
the Ithnā ʿAsharī Khōjā preserved the navahā'ō (elegiac poetry) and discarded 
the jñānō/ginānō (bhakti poetry) and the Āgākhānī Khōjā did the reverse. Both 
discarded what appeared to be “Hindu” elements of ritual culture while zeal-
ously Islamizing others. Once religion became the primary identity marker 
among the Khōjā in the late twentieth century, multiracial relations and 
exogamy again became more acceptable. Theoretically, the foregrounding of 
religion in modern Khōjā identity means that being Ithnā ʿAsharī or Ismāʿīlī 
is more important than caste or racial considerations for marriage, and yet 
endogamy persists. Agehananda Bharati has adroitly described this East 
African phenomenon:

In many kinds of critical discourse, modern Asians make is state-
ments where the situation would require an ought proposition. Thus, 
when young Asians proclaim that there is no caste system left in the 
Indian communities in East Africa, and that everybody intermarries 
according to his or her own wish, this must be interpreted as a state-
ment of perssuasion, viz. “there ought to be no caste anymore, everyone 
ought to marry whomsoever he or she wants to.” But in reality less than 
1% of the East African Asians, Hindu and Muslim alike, have married 
across caste lines during the past three decades.45

The Khōjā of early nineteenth-century Zanzibar were a caste in flux 
and demographically askew, which allowed Khōjā men in the cosmopolitan 
Islamic culture of Zanzibar to engage in multiracial relations and polyg-
amy with Africans, Arabs, and Iranians. As the Asian Khōjā demographic 
became more balanced by the late nineteenth century and as the import 
ascribed to religious identity grew, the reimposition of endogamy among the 
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Āgākhānī Khōjā created a new hierarchical organization distinct from the 
traditional class divide between wealthy merchants and humble stalwarts. 
Khōjā communities in East and Central Africa imagined themselves to be 
inclusive Islamic communities even as they continued to effectively function 
as castes, the result of more than two centuries of path dependency. In the 
early nineteenth century and again today, Khōjā membership is restricted 
to those who carry the bloodline, even partially, and who are known to the 
caste through their religious attendance at the caste hall as well as through 
socioeconomic networks within the community. With the current trend of 
rapid depopulation of the Khōjā from East and Central Africa primarily to 
Western Europe and North America, it is quite likely that these commu-
nities will functionally disappear as dynamic producers of African Khōjā 
culture long before the jñāti-jamātī paradox is satisfactorily resolved for this 
globalized Muslim caste.
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